Profiles of Property
Improperly disposing of rubbish, spitting, creating any hazard to persons or things, throwing articles of any kind from a building, climbing upon the roof or any part of the building, or willfully destroying, damaging, or removing any property or any part thereof is prohibited.

Conformity with Signs and Directions
All persons in and on property shall comply with official signs of a prohibitory or directory nature and with the directions of Security Force personnel or other authorized individuals.

Specific Restrictions
Disruptances
Disorderly conduct, or conduct that creates loud and unusual noise, or which impedes entrance to or departure from Post Offices or otherwise obstructs the usual use of entrances, foyers, corridors, offices, elevators, stairways, and parking lots, or which otherwise tends to impede or disturb the public or employees in the performance of their duties, or which otherwise impedes or disturbs the general public in transacting business or obtaining the services provided on Postal Service property, is prohibited.

Gambling
Participating in games for money or other personal property, the operation of gambling devices, the conduct of a lottery or pool, or the selling or purchasing of lottery tickets is prohibited on postal premises. This does not apply to state lottery tickets at authorized locations operated by licensed blind persons where such lotteries are authorized by state law.

Alcoholic Beverages, Drugs, and Smoking
Anyone under the influence of alcohol or any drug that has been defined as a “controlled substance” may not enter Postal Service property or operate a motor vehicle on Postal Service property. The possession, sale, or use of any “controlled substance” (except when permitted by law for the sale or use of any alcoholic beverage (except as authorized by the Postmaster General or designee) on Postal Service premises is prohibited. The term “controlled substance” is defined in Title 21, United States Code, section 802. Smoking is prohibited in all Postal Service buildings and office space, including public lobbies.

Soliciting, Electioneering, Collecting Debts, Vending, and Advertising
Soliciting, electioneering, collecting debts, vending, and displaying or distributing commercial advertising, and collecting signatures on petitions, polls, or surveys (except as otherwise authorized by Postal Service regulations) are prohibited on Postal Service property. These prohibitions do not apply to the following:

- Commercial or nonprofit activities performed under contract with the Postal Service or pursuant to the provisions of the Randolph-Sheppard Act.
- Postings notices on employee bulletin boards as authorized by 39 CFR 243.2.
- Interior space assigned to tenants for their exclusive use.
- Postings of notices by U.S. Government- related organizations.

Photographs for News, Advertising, or Commercial Purposes
Photographs for news purposes may be taken in entrances, lobbies, foyers, corridors, or auditoriums when used for public meetings except where prohibited by official signs or Security Force personnel or other authorized personnel or a federal court order or rule. Other photographs may be taken only with the permission of the local Postmaster or installation head.

Dogs and Other Animals
Dogs and other animals (except those used to assist persons with disabilities) must be on leashes in any Postal Service property for other than official purposes.

Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic
Drivers of all vehicles in or on Postal Service property must be in possession of a current and valid driver’s license and vehicle registration, and the vehicle must display current and valid tags and licenses required by the jurisdiction in which it is registered. Drivers who have had their privilege or license to drive suspended or revoked shall not drive any vehicle in or on Postal Service property during such period of suspension or revocation.

Drivers of all vehicles in or on Postal Service premises shall drive in a careful and safe manner at all times and shall comply with signals and directions of Security Force personnel, other authorized individuals, and all posted traffic signs.

Blocking of entrances, driveways, walks, loading platforms, or fire hydrants is prohibited.

Parking without authority, parking in un-authorized locations or in reserved locations, or parking continuously in excess of 18 hours without permission or contrary to the direction of posted signs is prohibited. Supplemental specific traffic directives may be issued by the Postmaster or installation head. When issued and posted, such directives shall have the same force and effect as if made a part hereof.

Penalties and Other Law
Alleged violations of these rules and regulations are heard, and the penalties prescribed herein are imposed, either in a federal court of the United States or in a court of competent jurisdiction in accordance with applicable court rules. Individuals found guilty of violating these rules and regulations while on property under the charge and control of the Postal Service are subject to a fine as provided in 18 U.S.C. 3571 or imprisonment of not more than 30 days, or both. Nothing contained in these rules and regulations shall be construed to abrogate any other federal laws or regulations or any state or local laws and regulations applicable to any area in which the property is situated.

Enforcement
Security Force personnel will exercise the powers under 18 U.S.C. 3061(c)(2) and are responsible for enforcing the regulations in this notice in a manner that will protect U.S. Postal Service property. Postmasters or installation heads may, with the approval of the Chief Postal Inspector or designee, enter into agreements with State and local enforcement agencies to insure enforcement of the regulations in a manner that will protect U.S. Postal Service property. The Postmaster or installation head, the Chief Postal Inspector, or other authorized representative of the Inspector General Special Agents, and anyone designated by the Chief Postal Inspector may also enforce these regulations.